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 Here’s What’s Brewing
A Dream Worth Chasing…
In a conversation with our game tech designer, 
Gabriel, earlier this spring, it came to light that 
the elaborate nature of our phone game was 
going to require more time than we preferred. 
And yet,   

 

 

The solution wasn’t to throw in the towel.  
On the contrary.  

 

 
 

We are all still convinced this is a dream worth 
pursuing! Enough so, we jumped at Gabriel’s 
two-fold recommendation:  
 

1. Allow Gabriel to continue working on the  
    original game, and…  
2. Secure another designer to have a simpler  
     game created that would provide a funding  
     stream in the meantime, and allow us to  
     begin testing our marketing strategy in  
     preparation for the completion of the original  
     game.  

Our second designer’s been secured. (He’s a 
German university student named Tim). The 
design’s in place, the coding’s done, and the 
art work is underway. We are excited that 
MUGS’ (first) phone game is nearing 
completion. And once it’s ready to market, 
you’ll be the first to know!

On Tuesday, July 9, Executive Director, Bethany Paterson, 
will have opportunity to share MUGS’ history and vision 
with the American Legion Post 257 here in Loudonville.  
Though she’s spoken with several other local service 

organizations, this “military brat” looks forward to  
spending her evening with many of the area’s veterans!

                            Did you know you can support  
                            MUGS while buying groceries?!  
                           Just go to: 
                         krogercommunityrewards.com  
                    and either “Sign In” or “Register”   
              at the top right. (Don’t have a Kroger   
      Plus Card? They’re available at the Customer  
Service Desk at any Kroger.)

For all your summer needs,  
remember 

AmazonSmile donates to MUGS 
when you do your shopping at 

smile.amazon.com/ch/45-5561164

https://smile.amazon.com/gp/f.html?C=YHPN87VVYJ79&K=32WFWXRAC9UUM&M=urn:rtn:msg:20181107150353bae9ccbbd4144a72b6b0d366e420p0na&R=2OU8QNN8K8U2G&T=C&U=http%3A%2F%2Fsmile.amazon.com%2Fch%2F45-5561164&H=NWO7HMES6JV8PTNAAKOZFXKBMNQA
http://krogercommunityrewards.com/
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https://smile.amazon.com/gp/f.html?C=YHPN87VVYJ79&K=32WFWXRAC9UUM&M=urn:rtn:msg:20181107150353bae9ccbbd4144a72b6b0d366e420p0na&R=2OU8QNN8K8U2G&T=C&U=http%3A%2F%2Fsmile.amazon.com%2Fch%2F45-5561164&H=NWO7HMES6JV8PTNAAKOZFXKBMNQA
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